
Photo Editor Update Adds a Novel New Rotation
Tool That Makes Fixing Mis-Aligned Photos
Easy
WELLINGTON, NZ, September 13, 2013 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Kea Sigma Delta has added a novel
rotation tool to its photo editor called Relight. This tool includes features that make it easy to correct
mis-aligned photographs quickly and precisely.

Wellington, New Zealand. Those who have tried straightening a mis-aligned photo will probably know
that it can be hard to get just right. Kea Sigma Delta has just released an update of its photo editor –
Relight – that addresses this problem. This update introduces a novel rotation tool that makes aligning
photos easy. 

The rotation tool allows users to not only rotate an image interactively, but to also quickly rotate
straight lines to specific angles. For example, let us say that some photos have been scanned in, but
they ended up crooked on-screen. The photo's edges can be quickly aligned horizontally or vertically
using the tool's horizontal and vertical snap points. Likewise, a photo's horizon can be made
horizontal, or a building can be rotated to stand vertically.

Hans, the company’s founder said: “Relight’s new rotation tool delivers more than the typical run-of-
the-mill rotation features seen in other programs; it makes tasks such as straightening scanned in
photos or correcting other mis-alignments a breeze.”

A video demonstrating this feature can be found at: http://youtu.be/y7lxNclzf9c

Existing users of Relight can upgrade to the new version (1.6) for free. Those wishing to try it out can
download the demo version. Click here to find out more and/or download the demo version
(http://keasigmadelta.co.nz/products/relight/).

About Kea Sigma Delta Limited:

Kea Sigma Delta is a young software/technology company founded in November 2011 in Wellington,
New Zealand. Its current speciality is developing quick and easy to use photo enhancement software,
which can be purchased directly from its website. The first product released by Kea Sigma Delta was
Relight, a photo colour correction tool.
Website: http://keasigmadelta.co.nz/
Contact: http://keasigmadelta.co.nz/contact/

Press Release courtesy of Online PR Media: http://bit.ly/162NFeU
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